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1. Introduction 

This short paper describes the vowel alternations of Modern Hebrew. Section 2 examines cases 

in which vowels alternate with Ø, which may be considered as syncope. It begins with an 

overview and then examines each of the five vowels in more detail. Possible motivations for 

syncope or lack thereof are provided. Section 3 then surveys the alternations between two 

vowels, briefly mentioning the possible accounts. 

 

2. Vowel-Ø alternation  

Hebrew verb and noun paradigms exhibit vowel–Ø (V–Ø) alternation, whereby a stem shared by 

two (or more) forms in the paradigm has a vowel in one form but not in the other (e.g. ʁakád ‘he 

danced’ – ʁakdú ‘they danced’, ʃamén ‘fat.M.SG’ – ʃmená ‘fat.F.SG’). Following earlier studies 

(Bat-El 1989, 2008, Bolozky 1999, Pariente 2017), we assume that this alternation is due to a 

process of vowel deletion (or “syncope”), whereby the bare stem is the unsuffixed form, and it 

loses its vowel due to the new phonological environment derived by suffixation.  

Not all vowels are equally deletable: the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are never deleted, the back 

vowels /a/ and /o/ are often deleted, and the mid front vowel /e/ is the least resistant to deletion.   

Most relevant to vowel deletion is the lexical category, as the site of the deleted vowel is 

different in verbs on the one hand and nouns and adjectives on the other. The present form of the 

verb, historically a participle, counts with nouns and adjectives in this respect. 

 

2.1. Environment of V-Ø alternation 



Vowel deletion occurs in suffixed forms, in the non-final pretonic and antepretonic open 

syllables (henceforth jointly referred to as weak syllabic positions). Deletion in the site of 

penultimate stem syllable (1a) is limited to non-verbal categories, while deletion in the site of the 

final stem syllable occurs in both verbs and nouns.  

(1) Site of vowel deletion 

 a. Penultimate stem syllable 

Vowel  Nouns    

a  pakid-a  pkida ‘secretary.F.SG’ 

e  kelev-im  klavim ‘dogs.PL’ 

o  kotel-im  ktalim ‘walls.PL’ 

b. Final stem syllable 

Vowel  Verbs     Nouns    

a  gadal-u  gadlú  ‘grow.3PL.PST’     

e  bikeʁ-a  bikʁá  ‘visit.3F.SG.PST’ ʃoteʁ-im  ʃotʁím ‘policeman.PL’ 

o  jit͡ soʁ-u  jit͡ sʁú  ‘create.3PL.PST’     

There are, however, three constraints that maintain the site of deletion audible by an epenthetic 

[e], resulting in a V–[e] alternation, rather than a V–Ø alternation. One constraint (2a) is the 

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP; Goldsmith 1976) which prohibits adjacent identical or 

homorganic consonants (see also Yeverechyahu this volume). The second constraint relates to 

the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG; Clements 1990). The sonority settings of Modern 

Hebrew disallow syllables which begin or end in a consonant cluster of which the outermost is a 

sonorant (see also Asherov and Bat-El this volume). The third constraint prohibits a 

triconsonantal cluster. These phonotactic constraints are general in the language; they are not 

unique to derived environments.  

(2) Constraints on deletion resulting in V-e alternaiton 

 a. The Obligatory Contour Principle 

gaʁaʁ-u  gaʁeʁu ‘drag.3PL.PST’ 

tedeʁ-im  tedaʁim  ‘frequency.PL’ (*tdaʁim) 

b. The Sonority Sequencing Generalization 

lavan-a  levan-a ‘white.F.SG’ (*lavana, *lvana) 

ʁatuv-im  ʁetuv-im ‘wet.PL’  (*ʁatuvim, *ʁtuvim) 

c. Prohibition against derived complex onset 



jigdal-u  jigdelú ‘drag.3PL.FUT’ (*jig.dlu) 

tigmoʁ-i  tigmeʁí ‘finish.2F.SG.FUT’  (*tig.mʁi) 

Note that Modern Hebrew does not allow geminagtes of any type, either true or fake (Hayes 

1986), therefore *[gaʁʁu] is illformed whether it is a fake geminate (thus, due to the OCP) or a 

true geminate.  

As the impossible forms in (2) illustrate, it is conceivable that the V–[e] alternation is a repair for 

the phonotactic constraints left behind by the deletion process. Thus, in the ensuing discussion 

we will lump together V–Ø and V–[e] under the title vowel deletion (more on this in §1.2.1 

below). 

 

2.2. Excursion into vowel deletion and its motivation 

As mentioned, one may divide the five MH vowels into three classes in terms of their 

alternations with Ø: (i) high vowels /i/ and /u/; (ii) non-high back vowels /a/ and /o/; and (iii) the 

front mid vowel /e/. In this subsection we look into each of these cases in detail. Another issue 

we touch on briefly is the motivation for vowel deletion: there is a clear a requirement for 

disyllabic word/stem size (excluding epenthetic vowels from the count), but which of the two 

stem vowels will be syncopated, if at all, is determined by the interaction of this requirement 

with other forces, such as informativity, paradigm uniformity and general strength. 

 

2.2.1. /e/: The front mid vowel /e/ is the least resistant to deletion processes: /e/ vowels that come 

to stand in a weak syllabic position syncopate in both the verbal and the nominal/adjectival 

system ((3a,b) respectively). Consequently, this syncope has the appearance of a general 

phonological rule. That said, some cases of [e] in this context can be found (3c). However, 

minimal pairs of alternating vs. non-alternating [e] in this position, if they exist at all, are very 

few.  

(3) Categorical /e/ syncope in unstressed, medial open syllables 

a. dibeʁ ‘he spoke’ dibʁ-u ‘they spoke’ 

 jeʁed ‘he will descend’ jeʁd-u  ‘they will descend’ 

b. medabeʁ  ‘speak.PRTC.M.SG’ medabʁ-im ‘speak.PRTC-M.PL’ 

 kotev ‘write.PRTC.M.SG’ kotv-im ‘speak.PRTC-M.PL’ 

 ʃévet ‘tribe’ ʃivt-i ‘tribal’ 

 matéχ-et ‘metal’ mataχ-t-i ‘metallic’ 

c. megen  ‘defend.PRS.M.SG’ megen-im ‘defend.PRS-M.PL’ 



   mat͡ sev-a ‘tombstone’ 

 χaveʁ ‘friend’ χaveʁ-im ‘PL’ 

The same vowel /e/ in also the most susceptible to deletion in casual or rapid speech (see 

Bolozky this volume) 

Since /e/ is identical in quality to the epenthetic vowel, it is sometimes tempting to analyze all of 

the alternating occurrences of /e/ as epenthetic (see Asherov & Cohen this volume). Still, there is 

reason to believe that the categorically alternating /e/s are lexical. First, they may be stressed, 

which cross-linguistically indicates lexical status. Second, consider the case of V‒[e] alternation 

in (2) above. When the basic vowel is /e/, as in [kilél] ‘he cursed’, its syncope seems to be 

blocked in the derived [kilelu] ‘they cursed’ (*[killu]; see (2) above). However, a competing 

view would argue that there has been syncope in these cases too, and it was followed by 

epenthesis: /kilel-u/  /killu/  [kilelu]. A strong argument in favor of the latter view comes 

from the identical syncope patterns of /o/ and /a/ ((2b,c) and (4a,b)).  

(4) Syncope is not blocked by phonotactics 

a. kulal kulel-u ‘he/they were cursed’  kulaf  kulf-u   ‘it/they were peeled’ 

b. turgam turgem-u ‘it/they were translated’  ʃuabad  ʃuabd-u ‘he/they were enslaved’ 

c. jikt͡ soʁ jikt͡ seʁ-u ‘it/they will harvest’  jit͡ soʁ  jit͡ sʁu ‘it/they will produce’ 

Deletion of /a/ and /o/ is generally not overridden when it would give rise to phonotactic 

violations; instead, one finds a vowel [e], as in /kulal-u/  [kulelú] ‘they were cursed’ (*[kulal-

u)), /jikt͡ soʁ-u/  [jikt͡ seʁ-u] ‘they will harvest’ (*[jikt͡ soʁ-u]). In other words, it seems that 

syncope of all three non-high vowels /e, a, o/ applies, and then phonology may or may not insert 

an epenthetic vowel according to the phonotactic descriptions in (2). If this view is correct, one 

must distinguish between lexical and epenthetic [e]. 

Whatever the relation is between the lexical /e/ and the epenthetic [e], it cannot be a coincidence 

that the vowel whose syncope is the most general is of the same quality of the epenthetic vowel. 

Leaving the issue at that, we may summarize that in the distribution of [e] one sees the constraint 

on word-size interact with the general weakness of this vowel in MH. 

 

2.2.2. /a, o/: The second group of alternating vowels is comprised of the two non-high back 

vowels /a, o/. As mentioned above and further exemplified in (5a), the syncope of /a/ in 

penultimate open syllables is general in the verbal system. Unlike /e/-syncope, however, as 

shown in (5b), this type of syncope is limited to verbs. In affixed participles, adjectives and 

nouns it does not occur at all. There are also underived nouns with [a] in such unstressed medial 



open syllables, as shown in (5c). Assuming that true phonological rules are insensitive to 

morphological information, /a/ syncope cannot be such a rule in MH. Note further that while it is 

true that syncope of /a/ in words such as [hafsaka] ‘pause’ would yield an illicit triconsonantal 

cluster, this cannot be claimed to be the reason for retention, given the data in (4) above, where 

/a/-syncope (followed by epenthesis) occurs in the same phonological environment.  

 (5) Categorical /a/ syncope: only in the verbal system 

a. χaʃav χaʃv-u ‘he/they thought’ c. maχlaka ‘department’ 

 jiʃan jiʃn-u ‘he/they will sleep’  hafsaka ‘pause’ 

 dubaʁ dubʁ-u ‘it/they were spoken of’  paʁaʃa ‘affair’ 

 not͡ saʁ not͡ sʁ-u ‘it/they came into existence’    

b. medubaʁ medubaʁ-im ‘it/they are spoken of’    

 mugaʃ mugaʃ-im ‘served.PRTC.M.SG-M.PL’    

 not͡ saʁ not͡ saʁ-im ‘come into existence.PRTC.M.SG-M.PL’    

 ʁavak ʁavak-a ‘single man/woman’    

 migʁaʃ migʁaʃ-im ‘lot/s’    

As mentioned, /a/ does alternate with zero outside the verbal system. This occurs in three cases, 

all of which involve affixation and can be described as antepretonic syncope. In many adjectives 

and nouns of the type CaCVC (where V = any vowel), the /a/ syncopates when a suffix is added 

and it comes to stand in the antepretonic position (6a). As in the case of /e/ deletion, /a/ deletion 

is not blocked by most illicit outcomes. Indeed, it may leave behind a word-initial cluster with an 

initial sonorant (6b) or a cluster whose second consonant is a historical guttural (6c); but in both 

cases epenthesis of [e] follows to amend the impermissible structure. On the other hand, if the 

first consonant is any of the four historical gutturals (6d), the vowel /a/ does not syncopate (Faust 

this volume). As for productivity, among adjectives this alternation is quite regular, with only a 

few unstable exceptions, such as /takif-a/  [takif-a] ~ [tkif-a] ‘insistent.F’, where the form 

without syncope is normative. In other words, the variation and the change towards deletion 

suggest an exception-free syncope in the adjectives. Among nouns, in contrast, there are quite a 

few exceptions to syncope (6e), notably ‒ but not exclusively ‒ among nouns denoting agents. 

The same alternation, with virtually no exceptions, occurs in nouns of the masculine template 

CiCaCon, whose plural form is CiCConot (6f). 

(6) Antepretonic /a/ syncope in nouns 

a. pakid pkid-a/im/ot ‘clerk’ d. ʔaʁit͡ s ʔaʁit͡ s-a/im/ot ‘tyrant’ 

 ʃaχen ʃχen-a/im/ot    ‘neighbor’  ʔatum ʔatum-a/im/ot ‘opaque’ 

 gavan gvan-im ‘hue’ e. sapaʁ sapaʁ-it/im/ot    ‘barber’ 



 kaʁov kʁov-a/im/ot ‘near’  balaʃ balaʃ-it/im/ot ‘detective’ 

 saguʁ sguʁ-a/im/ot     ‘closed’  t͡ savaʁ t͡ savaʁ-im ‘neck’ 

b. nasiχ nesiχ-a/im/ot ‘prince’  kaduʁ kaduʁ-im     ‘ball’ 

 lavan levan-a/im/ot ‘white’ f. ʃitafon ʃitfon-ot ‘flood’ 

c. ta(ʔ)im te(ʔ)im-a/im/ot ‘tasty’  nisajon nisjon-ot  ‘attempt’ 

 ta(h)oʁ te(h)oʁ-a/im/ot ‘pure’  ʃiga(ʔ)on ʃig(ʔ)on-ot ‘madness’ 

The semantic limitations described above are indicative of morphological conditioning: it seems 

that the templates, rather than the specific noun, exhibit two allomorphs. Under this view, the 

template denoting agents, for instance, simply does not exhibit two allomorphs. Bat-El (2008) 

adopts this view, while still motivating the selection of the syncopated allomorph in the 

alternating cases with constraints for both disyllabicity and paradigm uniformity in number of 

syllables. For instance, [pakid] is preferable to [pkid-] in the unsuffixed form because of 

disyllabicity, while the opposite is true for the suffixed form, because of the pressure for 

paradigm uniformity in number of syllables (*[pakidim] would be a syllable longer that [pakid]).  

Syncope of /a/ also occurs in some nouns and adjectives in the Construct State (Ritter 1988, 

Borer 1996, Siloni 2001). In this N/Adj+N construction, it can be argued that there is only one 

primary stress, and it is on the second noun (Izre’el et al. 2001). As a result, the stress carried by 

the first word is no longer primary, and a vowel /a/ which is pretonic no longer precedes main 

stress. In that configuration, some /a/s syncopate. This alternation affects not only nouns and 

adjectives of the CaCVC type (7a), but also other nouns (7b). That said, the productivity of this 

rule in Modern Hebrew is doubtful; it is highly normative, in most cases it is optional, and it does 

not seem to extend to new cases.  

(7) /a/ syncope in the construct state 

 N1  N2   N1+N2  

a. pakid   ‘clerk’ mas ‘tax’  pkìd más ‘tax clerk’ 

 ʃatíaχ   ‘carpet’ rit͡ spa ‘floor’  ʃtìaχ ʁit͡ spá ‘floor mat’ 

b. χadaʃ-ot  ‘news’ bókeʁ ‘morning’  χadʃòt bókeʁ ‘morning news’ 

 mataʁ-a  ‘target’ et͡ s ‘wood’  matʁ-àt ét͡ s ‘wooden target’    

 χodaʃim   ‘months’ káit͡ s    ‘summer’  χodʃ-èj káit͡ s  ‘summer months’ 

Importantly, the alternations are not limited to those found with suffixed nouns. Thus, the noun 

[mataʁa] does not exhibit a stem [matʁa] before any suffix, and yet such a stem is possible in the 

N+N construction. Note furthermore that the compounds in (7) are not fixed expressions: the 

construct allomorph of N1 surfaces regardless of the identity of N2.  



One may ask why the alternations in (7) are optional, whereas those before suffixes are 

obligatory. Possibly, there are at least two degrees of prosodic integration in such compounds, 

and only the higher degree of integration leads to a reduced N1. Frequency may also be a factor: 

it seems that the more frequently a noun occurs in this configuration, the more likely it is to have 

a reduced allomorph in it. 

Syncope of /o/ is more limited. In verbs, it is treated like /a/ and /e/: it is syncopated in unstressed 

penultimate open syllables (8a), and replaced by epenthesis if the remaining syllabic structure is 

illicit (8b). In adjectives or nouns it is never syncopated in this position (8c), with the exception 

of segholates (see §3.2), where the stressed [ó] of the singular comes to be antepretonic in the 

plural (8d); if the output of deletion is illicit, [e] surfaces instead (8e). However, also in 

segholates some forms resist /o/-syncope (8g).  

(8) /o/-syncope 

a. jit͡ soʁ jit͡ sʁ-u   ‘he/they will create’ d. gódel gdal-im ‘size/s’ 

b. jigmoʁ jigmeʁ-u    ‘he/they will finish’  dófen dfan-ot ‘sidewall/s’ 

 jiχlol jiχlel-u ‘he/they will include’ e. tó(ʔ)aʁ te(ʔ)aʁ-im ‘diplom/s’ 

  nit͡ sol nit͡ sol-a/im/ot ‘survivor’  nó(h)al ne(h)al-im ‘procedure/s’ 

 nimol nimol-im ‘circumcised’ g. ʔó(h)el ʔo(h)al-im ‘tent/s’ 

 tinok tinok-ot ‘baby’  χófeʃ χofaʃ-im ‘freedom’ 

  tofa(ʔ)-a ‘phenomenon’  kódeʃ kodaʃ-im ‘sanctity’ 

  hoda(ʔ)-a ‘announcement’     

 kóva kova(ʔ)-im ‘hat/s’     

 koláv kolav-im ‘hanger/s’     

The syncope of /a/ and /o/ raises the question of the different sites of syncope. Why are /a, o/ 

syncopated pretonically in verbs but antepretonically elsewhere? While the question remains 

open, one might conjecture that at least for nominal /a/, the answer has to do with informativity 

of the vowel, i.e. the extent to which the vowel distinguishes a specific word from words that are 

similar to it. The tonic site in suffixed nouns and adjectives often harbors the most lexically-

informative vowel, as in the case of CaCVC-, while the /a/ is situated in the less informative 

position: most adjectives involve /a/ in the first syllable. Low informativity is arguably true of /a/ 

in general: in verbs, too, /a/ seems to function as a default vowel, which does not distinguish any 

one verbal type as a whole from other verbal types (see Dor 1995, Faust 2012).
1
 The vowel /o/, 

too, is not typical of any verbal type as a whole, and only appears as the future theme of some 

verbs of the first binyan.  

                                                 
1
 Also see Bat-El 1994 for /a/ as morphological epenthesis in acronyms. 



These considerations may also interact with the way disyllabicity is imposed on word forms. 

Disyllabicity is commonly assumed to be the result of the binary nature of feet. Words must be 

the size of a foot, and anything outside that foot is prone to erasure (see Ussishkin 2000 and Bat-

El 2003 for verbs, Bat El 2008 and Faust 2014 for nouns). Final stress implies that the foot must 

be aligned with the right edge of the stem. For a suffixed adjective like /ga{mul-im} / ‘weaned-

M.PL’  [gmulim] this type of alignment leaves the first vowel outside the foot (conveyed by the 

curly brackets), and therefore in a position prone to deletion.  

The different deletion site in verbs ([gamal, gaml-u] ‘he/they weaned’, not *[gmal-u]) can be 

understood as the result of a stronger requirement for paradigm uniformity in this morphological 

domain, specifically with respect to the vowels that a foot is associated to. In the unsuffixed 

[{gamal}] ‘he weaned’ the iambic foot and the word are aligned and the left branch of the foot is 

associated to the first vowel. When a vocalic suffix like 3pl plural [-u] is attached, the right 

branch of the foot must be associated to that vowel. Disyllabicity can be satisfied by syncope of 

either the first vowel [{gamalu}] or the second [{gamalu}]. Only in the second option is the left 

branch of the foot associated to the same vowel as in the singular.
2
   

  

2.2.3 No syncope of /i, u/: Considerations of vowel informativity might also be the driving force 

behind the resistance of the high vowels /u/ and /i/ to syncope. In the verbal system, one may 

argue that these vowels never appear in the syncope-prone position: indeed, unlike other vowels, 

stress does not move away from these two vowels to a vowel-initial suffix, such that while they 

are medial and in an open-syllable, they are protected from deletion by stress (9a). That said, in 

participles, nouns or adjectives, where stress is moved away from /i/ and /u/, they are still not 

deleted either in this position (9b) or in the antepretonic one (9c).  

 

(9) No syncope of /u/, /i/ 

                                                 
2
 This explanation assumes feet are associated to vowels, not to entire syllables, as is more standardly assumed (e.g. 

Hayes 1995). 



a. jakum jakúm-u  ‘he/they will rise’ c. mukaʁ mukaʁ-im ‘known.PRTC.M.SG-M.PL’ 

 jakír   jakíʁ-u ‘he/they will know’  giboʁ giboʁ-im ‘hero’ 

 jazkir jazkíʁ-u ‘he/they will remind’  sulam sulam-ot ‘ladder’ 

b. ʃalit ʃalitim ‘ruler’     

 aʁux aʁux-a/im/ot ‘set’     

 makiʁ makiʁ-im ‘know.PRTC.M.SG-M.PL’     

 mazkiʁ mazkiʁ-im ‘remind.PRTC.M.SG-M.PL’     

Stem-final /i/ and /u/ in verbal stems are always theme vowels of entire binyanim, in contrast to 

the default status accorded to /a/ or the tense-specific role of /o/. Assuming, as was proposed 

above, that in verbs the left branch of the foot must be associated to the same vowel throughout 

the paradigm, the retention of /i/ and /u/ will lead to their stressed status in the verbal stems. In 

nouns, on the other hand, there is no such requirement, and the vowels are retained only for their 

informativity.  

2.2.4. No syncope in loans: It should further be noted that no vowel ever syncopates in loaned 

bases (with the exception of [méteʁ] ‘meter’, where the unstressed /e/ is syncopated in the plural 

[métʁ-im]). For instance, both /o/ and the vowel most prone to syncope, /e/, are retained in words 

like [fenomenáli] ‘phenomenal’. 

 

2.2.5. Summary: The table in (10) summarizes the data discussed in this sub-section: 

(10) Summary of vowel syncope 

 VC_[-stress]CV _CVCV́ Possible motivation 

/e/ YES YES weakness of /e/, disyllabicity 

/a/ YES 

in verbs 

YES 

in several templates, 

with exceptions 

low informativity, disyllabicity, paradigm uniformity  

(in syllable number in nouns, in metrical structure in verbs) 

/o/ YES 

in verbs 

YES 

in /o/-segholates, 

with exceptions 

low informativity, disyllabicity, left alignment in verbs. 

/i, u/ NO NO high informativity 

 

3. V-V alternations 

3.1. Alternations Before C-initial suffixes in verbs 

In the verbal system, the syllable hosting the second stem vowel is stressed before C-initial 

suffixes. If a closed syllable is created, only one vowel may appear in this position, the vowel 



[a]. In other words, [e,i,a] neutralize into [a] in this environment. The round vowels [u, o] do not 

appear in this position (except in some frozen expressions, such as [katón-ti] ‘I am not 

knowledgeable enough, litt. I am small’).  

(11) [e, i, a] reduce to [a] in _ĆC(V) 

dibeʁ ‘he spoke’ dibáʁ-ti ‘I spoke’ 

ifsik  ‘he stopped’ ifsák-t ‘you (F.SG) stopped’ 

putaʁ  ‘he was fired’ putáʁ-nu ‘we were fired’ 

Faust (2012) argues that this cannot be a general phonological rule of MH (in the sense defined 

before (5) above), because in the rare cases where these vowels are found in the same 

configuration it is not attested (e.g. colloquial expressions like [rígʃi] ‘behavior intended to 

arouse guilt feelings’, or the rare feminine plural future form [teχalék-na] ‘you/they (F.PL) will 

distribute’). It seems that this is just a fact about verbal vocalization which does not follow from 

any phonological constraint of the language. 

In one type of vowel-final stems, the same stem vowel is found stressed and in an open syllable 

before the C-initial suffixed. In this case, the vowel alternates with either [i] or [e], depending on 

the verb type. 

(12) [a]‒[i]/[e] alternations in a class of vowel-final stem 

a. kaná ‘he bought’ kaní-ti ‘I bought’ 

b. niká ‘he cleaned’ nikí-nu (~niké-ti) ‘we cleaned’ 

c. hiʁt͡ sá ‘he lectured’ hiʁt͡ sé-t ‘you (F.SG) lectured’ 

d. nikná ‘he was bought’ nikné-ta ‘you (M.SG) were bought’ 

e. hitʁabá ‘multiply’ hitʁabé-tem ‘you (M.PL) multiplied’ 

 

3.2. Segholation 

Vowels in the penultimate, stressed position (other than before the C-initial suffixes of the verbal 

system) must be identical to the following vowel with respect to the feature [high], assuming that 

[e,o,a] are all [-high]. This is the famous “Segholation” rule, and it is apparent in two 

environments: in Segholate nouns and before the unstressed [et]~[t]~[at] suffix. 

Singular segholate exhibit two stems: unsuffixed CV́1CV2C and suffixed CV1CC-. The quality of 

V2 ble in the unsuffixed stem is predicta: it is usually [e], but [a] before or after a historical 

guttural. The quality of V1 in the suffixed form is unpredictable: it is either [i] or [a] or [o] (with 

some marginal cases of [e] and [u]; [i] is not attested before a historical guttural) (13b). Owing to 



Segholation, when in the unsuffixed form the second vowel is [e], the quality of the stressed V1 

cannot be [i] or [u]. One finds only [e] and [o] in this position, corresponding to [i, a] and [o] 

respectively in the suffixed form. When the unsuffixed form involves a medial historical 

guttural, its vocalization is obligatorily CáCaC (e.g., [ná(ʔ)al] ‘shoe’). This may give the 

impression that the two vowels must agree for lowness too; but as [téva] and [gó(ʔ)al] show, this 

is not necessarily the case.  

 (13) V‒V alternations in Segholates 

ʃévet ‘tribe’ ʃivt-i ‘tribal’ 

késef ‘money’ kasp-i  ‘financial’ 

χófeʃ ‘holiday, freedom’ χofʃ-i ‘free’ 

téva ‘nature’ tiv(ʔ)-i ‘natural’ 

gó(ʔ)al ‘disgust’ go(ʔ)al-i ‘disgusting’ 

While the suffixed items in (13) are lexicalized, speakers sometimes need to create a suffixed 

stem online, before possessive suffixes, the plural construct state suffix -ej and other common 

derivational suffixes such as the diminutive suffix -on. In cases where there is no independent 

motivation to assume a vowel [a] in V1, speakers tend to use [i]: e.g. [zével] ‘trash’, [zivlon] 

‘small piece of trash (said of a person)’. The plural stem CCaC- is also attested before the 

construct state plural -ej (e.g. [zivlej]~[zvalej]). For more on the online choice of the segholate 

stem see Bat-El (2012).  

Segholation also occurs before the unstressed suffix -et. Note how the vowel of the suffix also 

alternates with [a] after historical gutturals. The vowel /i/ very rarely precedes the affix, but 

when it does, it predictably becomes [e]. In addition, while there are no clear alternations, of the 

two round vowels [u] and [o], only the latter occurs before -et. 

 (14) Segholation also occurs before the unstressed the unstressed suffix -et 

a. meamen ‘coach M.SG’ meamén-et ‘coach-F.SG’ 

b. mejuχad ‘special M.SG’ mejuχéd-et ‘special-F.SG’ 

c. meʃuga ‘crazy M.SG’ meʃugá-at ‘crazy-F.SG’ 

d. matmid ‘constant M.SG’ matméd-et ‘constant-F.SG’ 

   tigbór-et ‘reinforcement-F.SG’ 

Segholation also occurs in a few non-Segholate nouns, whose unsuffixed form ends in a CéCeC 

sequence, for instance [pilégeʃ]-[pilagʃ-im] ‘concubine.SG-PL’ and [damések]-[damaska.i] 

‘Damascus, Damascene’. 



While Segholation has many exceptions among loans (e.g. [ʃúfel] ‘loader’, [díbel] ‘wall plug’, 

[dábel] ‘a team’s obtainment of two titles in the same year (in sports)’, it is a completely 

productive and almost exceptionless process in the native vocabulary.  

 

3.3. [i, u]‒[e, o] alternations in some adjectives and nouns 

In Biblical Hebrew, there was a process whereby final geminates were simplified, and preceding 

vowels underwent compensatory lengthening. In the case of /i/, /u/, this lengthening was 

accompanied by lowering to [e], [o]. The underlying quality of the vowel was thus detectable 

only in the suffixed form, where the geminate did not sim.plify. In some items in MH, notably 

those denoting colors, the gemination disappeared but the vocalic alternation remained. 

 (15) [i,u]‒[e,o] alternations 

a. adom ‘red M.SG’ adum-a ‘coach-F.SG’ 

b. t͡ sahov ‘yellow M.SG’ t͡ sehub-a ‘yellow-F.SG’ 

c. dov ‘bear M.SG’ dub-at ‘bear-F.SG’ 

d. χet͡ s ‘arrow’ χit͡ s-im ‘PL’ 

e. lev ‘heart’ lib-i ‘my heart’ 

Except for the well-defined group of color names, these alternations no longer follow any logic 

in MH, and are mostly lexicalized.  

 

3.4. [u]-[i] alternation by dissimilation 

Nouns of the template CaCuC surface as a CCiC before the “abstract” suffix [-ut] (16a-c). An 

OCP-based incompatibility of two round [u]’s might be claimed to underlie this alternation. 

Nevertheless, it must somehow be explained why other cases of [u…u] adjacency do not seem to 

pose the same problem. The adjective in (16d) differs slightly from CaCuC nouns in that it 

involves four consonants; for the derived abstract noun, the incompatibility is either resolved or 

not. The adjective in (16e) usually remains unaltered; a version with the vowel [o] in the base 

might also be heard before [-ut], but mutation into [i] is not attested. Finally, verbal bases like 

(16f) can precede the 3PL suffix [-u], in violation of the purported OCP requirement. Notice, 

however, that the first [u] is stressed, a property which might account for its resistance to 

alternation (though it may still be asked then why the plural suffix does not mutate). 

 (16) Dissimilatory [u]‒[i] alternation  

a. ʃakuf ‘transparent M.SG’ ʃkif-ut ‘transparency’ 



b. ʃafuj ‘sane M.SG’ ʃfij-ut ‘sanity’ 

c. kavua ‘permanent M.SG’ kvi-ut ‘permanence, tenure’ 

d. galmud ‘solitary’ galmud-ut~galmid-ut ‘solitariness’ 

e. buʁ ‘ignorance’ buʁ-ut(~boʁ-ut), *bir-ut ‘ignorance’ 

f. jaʁut͡ s ‘he will run’ jaʁút͡ s-u, *jaʁít͡ s-u ‘they will run’ 

The contrast between (16a-c) and (16d-f) can be accounted for if one assumes again that the 

template CaCuC, rather than any specific word appearing in this template, has an allomorph 

CCiC. This allomorph would be selected before the suffix [-ut]. Alternatively, the vowel /u/ of 

the bases in (16d-f) can be regarded as belonging to a more embedded “root/base” morpheme, 

while the /u/ of the (16a-c) is part of the template. The template would then be closer to the 

suffix than the base, and therefore it would be more prone to interact with the suffix. 

It must be emphasized that MH does not regard sequences of any two round vowels as 

problematic. As shown by the variant [boʁ-ut] in (16e), the sequence [o…u] is not ruled out, and 

the F.PL form of the bases in (16) is unaltered: [ʃkuf-ot], [ʃfuj-ot] etc.  

 

3.5. [á.i]~[ej] alternation 

There are several cases of alternation between heterosyllabic [á.i] under main stress and 

monosyllabic [ej] elsewhere (17a-c). The alternation might be more precisely described by 

assuming an underlying /aj/. Under this view, /CájC/ is repaired by epenthesis and becomes 

/CájiC/, which is then realized as [Cá.iC] (the sequence [ji] being problematic in MH). This view 

is compatible with the alternation between the [áj] of the isolated word in (17d) and the [ej] 

which occurs when the form carries secondary stressed in the Construct State. Designating the [i] 

as epenthetic is also in line with the general tendency towards final stress in the language, to 

which words like [báit] would otherwise constitute an exception. 

(17) [á.i]~[ej] alternation 

a. bá.it ‘home’ bejt-i ‘domestic’ 

b. má.im ‘water’ mejm-i ‘watery’ 

c. t͡ sá.id ‘hunt’ t͡ sejd-a ‘provisions’ 

d. dáj ‘enough!’ dèj tóv ‘good enough’ 

However, there are at least two reasons to be sceptic about this view. First, the sequence /aj/ may 

certainly appear in unstressed positions, e.g. [bajʃan] ‘shy person’, [kajtana] ‘summer camp’. 

Second, the suffix [-aj] never alternates with [ej] in the compound: [bamaj] ‘director’, [bamàj 

kolnóa] ‘movie director’, *[bamèj kolnóa].  



 

4. Final word 

This paper described the alternations implicating vowels in Modern Hebrew. It has proceeded 

from the most general alternation ([e]-Ø) to the most lexically-constrained ones, involving 

alternations between two vowels in very specific morphological environments. Even for the most 

general alternations there are morphologically defined exceptions. This fact shows the extent to 

which morphology and phonology are intertwined in this language. These interactions can be 

examined in more theoretically-oriented studies of the interface between Phonology and 

Morphology. 
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